CHEAT SHEET FOR

COSMETIC DENTISTRY
YOU CAN DO NOTHING
If you do nothing, you may continue to feel self-conscious and dissatisfied with all the things you already
dislike about your teeth. In cases of crowded, crooked, gapped or spaced teeth, the shifting may continue to
worsen over time. If aesthetic issues are from failing crowns, failing fillings, or dark teeth, this may continue to
worsen over time as well. What is it worth to you to finally love your smile? To feel confident to laugh, talk, or
smile in social situations? If you are interested, read on!

OPTION 1: SMILE DESIGN WITH PORCELAIN
VENEERS OR CROWNS
For patients with worn-down, chipped, mismatched, misshapen
or dark/stained teeth, a Smile Makeover with porcelain veneers
and crowns can be life changing. For many reasons, crowns or
veneers can be a great solution as they DO NOT Change color
over time (even with coffee or wine), CAN correct crooked,
spaced, gapped, or chipped/broken teeth, and LOOK like a
beautiful, natural smile while strengthening your teeth and
correcting bite issues. If you want your smile and your
confidence back, a Smile Makeover is the most natural, most
convenient and most rapid option we have today in dentistry.
For most cases, we can completely rebuild and design your
smile in only two appointments. Typical case fees range from
$5,000-$15,000 depending on the number of teeth desired to be
treated, and with proper care veneers will maintain their
appearance for many, many years.
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OPTION 2: INVISALIGN AND COSMETIC ORTHODONTICS
If you have gaps, spaces between your teeth, crooked, or
crowded teeth, it is now possible to have beautiful and straight
teeth in just 6-12 months. With both Invisalign and Six Month
Smiles, we have modern techniques to get your smile and
confidence back in way less time than you ever thought
possible. With Invisalign and Six Month Smiles we can straighten
crooked, overcrowded or widely spaced teeth and fix underbites
and overbites. This can be done without the "metal mouth" look
of traditional braces, without long years of tightening and torture
(many cases usually finish in just 6-12 months), and with more
affordability than ever before. Typical case fees range from
$2500-$5500 depending on the severity of misalignment and
orthodontic system used (clear brackets vs. Invisalign clear
aligners).

Request your FREE NO-RISK COSMETIC CONSULT today by calling 301.871.7100 or email info@aspenhillsmiles.com

